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POUCH PACKAGING
GAINS TRACTION
As lifestyles and diets evolve, consumer
packaging changes too. The changing needs of
today’s consumers mean food processors must
think beyond traditional rigid, glass or aluminum
formats to drive growth and profitability. That’s
why standup flexible packaging is starting to
dominate new product releases, growing by
30% from 2012 to 2015.1
Manufacturers of baby foods, yogurts, fruit
purees, beverages and more are converting to
standup pouches to meet their customer needs
and position their business for future growth.

Key categories, in particular, that offer huge
opportunity for successful growth include:
»» Soups
»» Sauces
»» Condiments
»» Dressings
»» Dairy
»» Beverages
»» Wine & Spirits
»» Nut Butters and Jellies

As the market expands and new standup pouch
designs, spouts and closures emerge, CPG
marketers are poised for growth and deeper
customer loyalty.

1 Mintel; GNPD

In this eBook, we focus on how standup flexible
pouches drive growth for your business by
meeting the needs of today’s consumers.
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A NATURAL FIT FOR
MILLENNIAL SHOPPERS
For CPG marketers, the millennial generation
is the prime target audience for standup
pouches. This dynamic segment aged 21 to
38 accounts for 24.6% of the U.S. population
and is projected to grow 2.6% by 2020.2

MILLENNIALS
HOLD THE MOST
PURCHASING
POWER

Looking for More
Millennial shoppers stand apart from their Gen X
or Baby Boomer parents. In fact, millennials:
»» Are more susceptible to impulse purchases
»» Will buy products not on their list (75% of them)4

Millennials are familiar with pouches. After
all, as children, they drank fruit juice from
them. Today, these former juice drinkers are
becoming parents themselves and are
responsible for grocery shopping for
their household. In fact, in 2016, 51% of
U.S. children have a millennial mother.3
Experts point out that these mothers, as
their lifestyles progress, will make the most
important decisions affecting CPG businesses
for the next 30 years. So it’s critical your
packaging meets their needs.

»» Are the most diverse segment of the
adult population5
»» Seek ethnically diverse foods and a variety
of flavor options
Unlike many of their parents who grew up on
fast food and a marginal focus on exercise,
millennials strive to maintain active, healthy
lifestyles. That’s why they seek products with
packaging that offers convenience, portability,
ease of use and portion control.

2 Mintel; Marketing to Millennials-US-February 2015 | 3 Market Watch, Fortune | 4 Mintel; The Millennial Impact: Food Shopping Decisions-US-September 2015 | 5 Mintel; Marketing to Millennials-US-February 2015

Source: Mintel; The Food & Drink Shopper –
Beyond the Grocery Store – US – June 2015
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POUCHES DELIVER
FOR CONSUMERS
HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING FOOD
PACKAGING FEATURES TO CONSUMERS?

ALL AGES

18-24

25-34

35-54

55-65

Retains freshness

92%

88%

89%

93%

96%

Resealable, reclosable

82%

82%

81%

81%

83%

Easy to open

74%

75%

72%

73%

77%

Smart packaging (indicates when product is no longer fresh)

60%

62%

63%

59%

62%

Recyclable

61%

67%

62%

58%

59%

Reusable, repurposable

58%

65%

65%

56%

53%

Portable (easy to carry, walk with, drive with, etc.)

54%

65%

60%

54%

46%

Functional (can cook in package)

42%

60%

51%

44%

28%

Source: Mintel, Bemis Analysis
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TEN WAYS STANDUP
POUCHES DELIVER
FOR CONSUMERS
The emergence of standup flexible pouches at a
time when millennials dominate the consumer
marketplace makes sense when you consider that
this packaging meets the key criteria of these
shoppers. Here are ten features that millennials
seek…and pouches deliver.

»» Nearly 7 in 10 food shoppers agree that it’s
important to be able to see the food inside the
packaging6

1. PRODUCT FRESHNESS

Flexible pouches allow CPG marketers to
highlight product freshness in a variety of
ways. Primarily, clear film allows consumers
to view the goodness and the product texture.

Nobody wants to eat stale or out-of-date food. So
it’s no surprise that freshness is the number-one
attribute consumers will look for when making a
grocery purchase.
When it comes to ensuring product freshness,
the burden is on the packaging:
»» 92% of U.S. consumers believe it’s important
that a package retain freshness

6 Mintel; Food Packaging Trends, 2016 | 7 Mintel | 8 FPA Report, p. 13

BABY FOOD
Standup flexible pouches for
baby food can incorporate a
clear film that affords doting
parents and caregivers the
ability to see for themselves
that the product inside is fresh
and wholesome.

»» 30% of shoppers gauge how fresh a product is by
its appearance rather than by its use-by date7

Essentially, consumers get to “see the freshness”
with their own eyes. For CPGs, this experience
actually impacts profitability in a positive way
considering 52% of consumers would pay more
for a package that lets them confirm product
freshness themselves.8
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POUCHES
ON THE GO
Pouches are one of the most
popular formats for on-the-go
consumption. They allow adults
to eat breakfast or grab a
snack anywhere, without the
need for utensils.
Kids love pouches,
too, because they
make it fun and
simple to enjoy
yogurt without
the mess.

2. PORTABILITY
Whether it’s packing a lunch for work or school,
or some laundry detergent or sunscreen for a
family vacation, consumers value packaging
formats that deliver portability. More than half
of U.S. adults (54%) consider it important that a
package be portable. And this number goes up
by 10% for younger people ages 18 to 24.9
Lightweight, flexible pouches provide
portability that traditional plastic, glass and
metal formats don’t, creating the opportunity
for expanded usage occasions for your product.
The more places your product can be used, the
more opportunity to drive sales:
»» Salad dressing in a flexible standup pouch can
be easily packed in a lunchbox or for a picnic,
yet is still ideal for the dinner table
»» Soup in a pouch eliminates the need for a bowl
and can be heated up and consumed right from
the package, making it easy to pack for lunch or
eat at home
»» Yogurt in a pouch is easy to throw in a bag or
cooler and enjoy without the need for a utensil

9 Mintel | 10 Mintel; Food Packaging Trends-US-July 2013 | 11 Mintel

»» Baby food pouches are equally portable and
allow a child to feed themselves in the car
or at the park

3. ON-THE-GO CONSUMPTION
For mobile consumers, purchase decisions at the
store shelf often involve more than just taste,
nutrition or brand loyalty. Today, packaging that
offers simplified mobility is just as important.
Forty-one percent of U.S. adults would choose
a product over a competitive product because
it provides ease of use on the go.10
This includes pouches that eliminate the need
for utensils so consumers can eat while they’re
driving or taking a walk.
According to Mintel, consumers who can’t
find time to cook from scratch are looking for
convenience in their food and its packaging.
This includes:
»» Portability for eating away from home
»» Microwaveability for fast preparation times
»» Single-serving containers so they aren’t
carrying around or finding space for extra
food they don’t need11
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4. EASY TO OPEN

5. RESEALABILITY

A key element in any type of packaging is
accessibility to the contents inside. Seventy-four
percent of U.S. adults say it is important that
a package be easy to open. While traditional
formats require additional instruments to
open—can opener, scissors, jar grip opener,
etc.—standup pouches streamline the opening
process and eliminate this step.

More than 80% of U.S. adults find a resealable
package important. Resealability not only saves
money, but also helps to eliminate food waste.

Consumers turn to standup pouches for
easy opening through features like:
»» Easy-tear
»» Easy-open caps
»» A variety of user-friendly fitments
(see sidebar) that enhance the
product experience

Standup pouches offer highly flexible design
possibilities and are already transforming how
sauces, soups, dressings, beverages, baby food
and yogurt are packaged and consumed.

FOCUS ON
FITMENTS +
CLOSURES

Fitments are an essential
element in standup pouch
design and serve a wide
array of important functions
and features.
These include:
»» Audible freshness cue
»» Easy open
»» Child safety and
choke resistant
»» One-handed, mess-free
dispensing
»» Clean product cut off
»» Controlled pouring
»» Tamper evident
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
BABY FOOD PACKAGING GROWS UP
Baby foods packaged in pouches have experienced the highest unit sales growth compared
to any other format. In 2015 alone, standup pouches accounted for 28.9% of industry formats.
Even more impressive is that its share grew 84.4% in just one year—all while virtually every
other package format saw a decrease in its market share.
Units of baby food sold in pouches went from 409 million in 2014 to 458 million in 2015
(11.6% growth rate).
UNIT SALES GROWTH 2014-2015, BABY FOOD
15
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READY MEALS

6. FUNCTIONALITY

7. HOME STORAGE

Standup flexible pouches can
deliver a variety of functional
features that consumers
desire including:

Consumers believe that packaging can work
harder. In fact, 42% of consumers seek more
“functional” packaging.12 For example, 76% of
shoppers are interested in packaging that
doubles as a serving container.13

There is no more valuable space in the kitchen
than the shelves in a refrigerator or pantry.
That’s why 58% of consumers would pay more
for a package that’s easy to store, and why
66% consider easy storage an important
packaging trait.15, 16

»» Bowl-like design for easy
consumption straight from
the package
»» Large face panels for
shelf differentiation
»» Cool touch handling areas
»» Quick Steaming Technology
that allows for fast, evenly
heated food preparation
while maintaining texture,
flavor and quality
»» Microwaveable and selfventing pouch to eliminate
hot and cold spots for
perfectly prepared meals

Whether it’s soup, yogurt or a ready-to-eat
meal, consumers enjoy the ability to consume
straight from the package without extra dishes
or serving requirements.
Today’s time-starved consumers also appreciate
packaging functionality that allows them to heat
food inside of it. A full 75% of shoppers say this
feature is important.14 Certain standup pouches
are compatible with microwave ovens while
metal and some rigid plastics are not.

Standup pouches usually deliver a smaller
footprint in the refrigerator than rigid containers.
They save vital real estate because they collapse
as they are used, and often have a smaller form
factor than traditional yogurt packages or
plastic condiment containers.

Standup pouches
deliver smaller
footprints for
space savings
Rigid
Bottle

Standup
Pouch

Rigid
Tub

12 Mintel; Food Packaging Trends-US-July 2014 | 13 Mintel; Food Packaging Trends; Spotlight on Food Labbing-US-August 2015
14 Mintel | 15 FPA Report, p. 8 | 16 FPA Report, p. 13

Standup
Pouch
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8. EMPTY COMPLETELY
Food waste is a global challenge of which
millennials are increasingly aware. Standup
pouches allow consumers to empty the
package contents completely and effortlessly,
ensuring every ounce of soup, sauce, beverage
or food is utilized. In contrast, aluminum
cans, glassware and other rigid containers
tend to leave a lot of product behind.

9. STAND OUT ON SHELF
According to retail experts, 75% of purchase
decisions are made at the point of sale. So
creating vibrant and impactful brand messaging
on the store shelf is essential. As noted,

millennials often purchase items that weren’t
on their original shopping list with 66% of
consumers trying a product simply because
packaging caught their eye.17
When you consider the flat billboard
provided by standup pouches versus the
curved geometry of a soup can, it’s easy to
understand the marketing advantages of
pouches in a retail environment.
When matched with the functionality and ease
of use that the pouch format also provides,
there is a high likelihood of repeat purchases.
What’s more, pouch film is BPA free.

40%
of wine drinkers are
interested in trying
wine in alternate
packaging formats
like boxes, pouches
and plastic bottles
Source: Wine-U.S., October 2014

WHAT CONSUMERS ARE SAYING

“YES I HAVE DONE THIS”

17 Packaging Matters Consumer Insights Study, June 2016. West Rock
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
STANDUP POUCHES DELIVER A RIPE
OPPORTUNITY FOR SHELF-STABLE FRUIT
In 2015, shelf-stable fruit in pouches experienced the highest unit sales growth compared to
any other format, resulting in a 24.4% growth rate and 13.2% share of the market.
Additionally, from to 2014 to 2015, unit sales for the shelf-stable fruit
grew 7.4% showcasing overall category growth as well.
UNIT SALES GROWTH 2014-2015, SHELF-STABLE FRUIT
30
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10. SUSTAINABILITY
Protecting the earth is important to many
consumers and 57% say they would pay more for
a package that is better for the environment.18
Standup pouches offer improved sustainability
over traditional packaging formats for a variety
of reasons.
Because standup pouches offer a productto-package ratio of 35:1, they help decrease

CO2 emissions by up to 93% through less
transportation pollution and a reduced
carbon footprint.19 For example, one truckload
of unfilled flexible pouches is equivalent to
26 truckloads of unfilled glass jars.20
CPG marketers can reinforce their position on
enhanced sustainability simply by using the
pouches themselves to relate this eco-friendly
message to consumers at the point of purchase.

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING PROVIDES OPTIMAL MEANS FOR SOURCE REDUCTION
EXAMPLES OF BEVERAGE PACKAGING1, 4, 5
*MSW
LANDFILL
PER 100G OF
PRODUCT

ENERGY
CONSUMED
MJ/8 OZ

EMISSIONS
KG CO2 E /
8 OZ

BEVERAGE
WEIGHT

PACKAGE
WEIGHT

PRODUCT
TO PACKAGE
RATIO

Glass Bottle & Metal Cap

8 oz
(236 g)

198.4 g

1:1

54.5 g

3.36

0.29

Plastic PET Bottle & Cap

8 oz
(236 g)

22.7 g

10:1

6.0 g

3.0

0.18

Aluminum Can

8 oz
(236 g)

11.3 g

21:1

2.4 g

0.99

0.08

Flexible Standup Pouch

6.75
(199 g)

5.7 g

35:1

2.8 g

0.45

0.02

PACKAGE TYPE

“The best way to reduce
materials going to
landfills continues to be
through the use of lighter
weight packaging.
In general, bags, pouches
and aseptic packages
are significantly
lighter and thus more
efficient than rigid
containers, regardless
of the materials used to
construct flexible plastic
packages or the much
higher recycling rates
of the materials used to
produce rigid containers.”
—Study of Packaging Efficiency, 2016 Report

* Recycling Rates Factored
Source: (1) FPA, “Flexible Packaging: Less Resources. Less Footprint. More Value.” Case Study Brochure, (2) DuPont Packaging Awards for Innovation (3) The Dow Chemical Company, Dow Presentation (equation data):
American Chemistry Council, US Energy Information Administration (4) U.S. EPA, “Municipal Solid Waste in the United States: 2007 Facts and Figures” (5) FPA/Battelle Memorial Institute report on the Sustainability
of Flexible Packaging
18 FPA Report, p. 13 | 19 Mintel; Food Packaging Trends, US, July 2013 | 20 DuPont Packaging Awards for Innovation
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POUCHES HAVE ALREADY
GONE GLOBAL
While some markets in North America are in the
early phases of embracing standup pouches, the
format has already seen great success in other
parts of the world—most recognizably in the
sauce category.
For example, sauce manufacturers in North
America sold 34 million pouches in 2014, while
those in Europe, Asia and Latin & South America
sold more than 1.5 billion pouches during the
same period. What’s more, they are expected
to sell more than 2 billion in 2019.
There’s a huge opportunity for business growth
and enhanced brand loyalty for food processors
and CPGs as they move to pouches before their
competitors do, as global consumers have proven
over the past few years.

Source: Allied Development Corp.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
PLATE UP WITH POURABLE POUCHES
McCormick leaped into the liquid sauce category in a big way
nearly two years ago when it launched a line of skillet
sauces in flexible standup pouches. Since launch, the line
has grown to 13 products—all in flexible format.
The standup pouch format meets the consumer demands of
easy and controlled opening, and mess-free pouring—which
is difficult to find in the traditional sauce package formats of
glass, aluminum cans or rigid plastic. The pouch boldly stands
out on the retail shelf with its vibrant, full billboard colors
and unique package shape with pour spout.
Throw in the numerous sustainability benefits of flexible
pouches and you’ve got the recipe for success.

Source: Mintel GNPD Database
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
E-COMMERCE?
Another factor for CPGs to consider is the shift
to online shopping as it becomes more popular.
In fact, 41% of shoppers have tried it.21 And
Amazon is poised to join Walmart as a top-ten
grocer by 2019.22
In the U.S., e-commerce continues to grow at a
dramatic pace, putting pressure on traditional
retail. In 2015, this channel grew 14.6% while
total retail sales overall grew only 1.5% according
to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

While online sales account for 3% of the $795B
CPG market, a projected four-year CAGR of
18% means that nearly half the growth the
industry will experience through 2020 will
come through digital.
ESTIMATED CPG INDUSTRY GROWTH 2016-2020

TRADITIONAL
EQUALS TROUBLE
CPGs may find that traditional
rigid plastic, aluminum cans
or glass jars that ship safely
to retail stores are prone
to damage when shipped
to individual consumers via
e-commerce channels.
Here are a few examples of
damage-prone products:
»» Shampoo
»» Liquid soap
»» Detergent
»» Baby food
»» Salsa
»» Soup
»» Sauces

Even beyond these dramatic headline numbers,
something interesting is happening: Sales of
consumer packaged goods, long confined to
traditional retail channels, are exploding online,
with growth rates, in many cases, in excess of
50% annually.

21, 22 www.valuewalk.com

Source: BCG, BI Intelligence, Kantar, Morgan Stanley, Bemis Analysis
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DISTRIBUTION CHAIN(GES)
BRICK & MORTAR RETAIL DISTRIBUTION CHAIN
How Your Product Travels to a Retail Location.

This direct-to-consumer scenario creates opportunities
for damage during shipping since packaging designed
for pallets is now in corrugated boxes, often with ad-hoc
secondary packaging as its only protection.
Standup pouches are emerging as the ideal e-commerce
packaging as they resist shattering like glass, denting
like aluminum, or plastic tearing like corrugated.

E-COMMERCE DISTRIBUTION CHAIN
How Your Product Travels Directly to a Consumer.

17
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PROTECTING THE
BRAND IN E-COMMERCE
While e-commerce certainly opens new doors
for CPGs in terms of new customers and
higher brand loyalty, there is a flip side to
this new channel.
A broken baby food jar or leaky detergent bottle
is more than an inconvenience to consumers.
Many see this kind of damage as a reflection of
the brand itself. In fact, it’s not the post office or
shipping service that is blamed; it’s the CPG.

Innovation is Key
So how can CPG marketers minimize this risk
to their most valuable asset, their brand? First,
consider potential issues and focus on creating
primary packaging that can withstand the rigors
of cross-country shipping. Flexible packaging
has tested to perform better than glass,
aluminum and rigid containers through
the e-commerce distribution chain.

BE CAREFUL
OUT THERE
Here are few real-life examples
of product damage and
consumer reaction.

I’m sure it’s a
great product—
I would try to
replace it, I just
really don’t have
the time.

Very disappointed.
Baby food came
with broken and
half-filled bottles.

One of the bottles
had completely
leaked in the box!
The other bottles
had loose caps.

18
Source: Actual customer reviews Amazon.com

FOR E-COMMERCE SALES, CONSIDER
INNOVATION IN PRIMARY PACKAGING
FAIL

PASS
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FROM CONCEPT
POUCH
PACKAGING
TO
IS EVERYWHERE
COMMERCIALIZATION
Making the transition from traditional packaging
formats like glass, aluminum and corrugated to
emerging standup flexible pouch packaging does
present risk to manufacturers. However, with
the right resources available, CPG marketers
can minimize risk and go to market quickly
and efficiently.
Collaboration—Collaborate with a packaging
partner who seeks to understand the goals of
your business and will put together a roadmap
for you to successfully get there. Robust business
intelligence, operational resources, of course,
category expertise are essential.

Relationships—A network of co-packers, graphic
designers and fitment providers can help you
expedite market entry and eliminate the need
to invest in equipment upfront when exploring
a new package format. A flexible packaging
provider with deep roots in the industry can
connect you to the right partners early in the
process to reduce rework and expense later.
Ideation—Minimize your risk by getting all
necessary stakeholders in the same room at
the beginning—including brand owners,
R&D, operations, designers, suppliers, etc.
This will allow everyone to bring their own
perspectives and understanding to the
possibilities, opportunities and steps for
a successful execution
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MORE
POUCHIDEAS
PACKAGING
IN STANDUP
POUCHES
IS EVERYWHERE
START HERE
Ready to meet the needs of your consumers and drive growth within your organization? Bemis
offers more than packaging. We offer market insights; research and trend data; and R&D strength
on the latest technologies, creative mindsets and test environments to help minimize your risk.
Just a few years ago, consumers might find it
As the market expands and new standup pouch
We can assist you in successfully moving from costly, traditional formats to pouches that deliver
novel to find their favorite baby food or ready-todesigns emerge, CPG marketers are poised for
a range of benefits. Take the next steps today:
eat meal in a standup flexible pouch rather than
growth and deeper customer loyalty. In this
an aluminum can or glass jar. Not anymore.
eBook, we focus on standup flexible pouches:
1. R
 educe risk and unlock growth. Work with specialists who can help you optimize pouch
why they are highly prized by today’s consumers;
design and manufacturing. We have the tools to facilitate collaboration, ideation, rapid
Standup flexible pouches dominate new product
how standup flexible pouches drive growth
prototyping, consumer and package testing.
releases, growing by 30% from 2012 to 2015.1 CPGs
for your business while meeting the needs of
producing everything from yogurt to laundry
today’s consumers.
2. L
 everage relationships across the board. As an industry leader, Bemis already is working
detergent, wine to fruit purees, not only are using
closely with the top fitment providers, co-packers and machine providers. Tap into our powerful
pouches as their standard packaging, but are also
and robust network.
meeting the evolving consumers’ needs when
doing so.
3. Accelerate your speed to market. Talk to a Bemis packaging expert to apply our insights
to your toughest challenges and quickly move from concept to commercialization.

Bemis is here to help—contact us today!
800-544-4672
contactBNA@bemis.com
bemis.com/na
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